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1st Book Library. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 280 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in.
x 0.6in.I Wish I May, an adventure set in the fourth millennium, is written as a classic Science Fiction.
Earths spirit and technology has bought an empire in the stars. Earth manages the thousands of
livable planets it has settled, creating a golden age for humankind. But those most responsible for
running The Congress of Planets are worried because its planetary populations are burgeoning and
will soon reach socio-political critical mass, a point the Regent, Earths most powerful and
responsible human believes will become the long road down. Earth needs more planets, and fast!
An alien ship of unknown design arrives then, suggesting to those in power that it has the answer to
Earths need for an improved hyperdrive. The being in charge of the ship provides evidence that it
has come from a distance four times further than Earths capability has taken it, and far quicker.
The tale begins with Earths decision to send sixteen of its number to the aliens planet, Cowgres, to
learn the secret of the super hyperdrive. They discover that nothing is as it seemed, and learn the
aliens hidden agenda...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a well worth reading through. Its been designed in an
exceptionally straightforward way which is simply right after i finished reading this book where basically changed me, change the way i think.
-- Adr ien Robel
This kind of book is every little thing and made me searching ahead of time plus more. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there was not a well
worth reading through. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this pdf in which really
modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Ivy Pollich
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